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Satellite Beach dog breeders
produce award-winning pups

BEST HAPPENINGS

Ode to America
Space Coast Symphony
Orchestra to play free
patriotic concert.
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BEST FOOD

Summer at Cedar’s
Cafe’s special menu includes
American classics with a
Mediterranean twist.
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BEST PHOTOS

Out and about
Scenes from the Buckaroo
Ball, Freedom Fund
Banquet and more.
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BEST COLUMNS

Feeling nostalgic
Columnist Suzy Fleming
Leonard writes about her love
of the printed word.
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» BEST CURATOR SHONA PRICE | sprice@floridatoday.com

S
ATELLITE BEACH— In a quiet house in a quiet, river-
front neighborhood, Palin the golden retriever
edges close to be petted by a visitor. She doesn’t
nudge, paw, scratch, jump or bark, only stands

there gazing with hopeful eyes and gentle disposition,
no less so when the visitor goes to meet her puppies.

There are nine of them, 2 weeks old and yet un-
named, their identities distinguishable by colored
ribbons. They are silent and sociable, and so quiet is
the atmosphere that you would not know that a group
of their grown-up relatives are nearby, quietly enjoy-
ing life in their enclosures inside a garage.

Such is life with John and Rosa Blair and their
dogs: Jazzie’s Goldens.

Jazzie’s is one of the country’s most eminent breed-
ers of golden retrievers, the home or starting point
for winners of all sorts of awards and achievements,

See GOLDEN, Page 6G

By Lyn Dowling | For FLORIDA TODAY

Golden
retrievers Tellie,

Prince, Joy and Spice
compete to retrieve a
toy in Rosa and John
Blair’s back yard.
BELOW: Rosa Blair
with Palin. PHOTOS BY
MALCOLM DENEMARK/
FLORIDA TODAY

Lounging around
Michael’s Liquor plans to add

cocktail lounge.
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BEST OF BUSINESS
& HEALTH

321.806.4200

No Insurance? No Problem.

www.SundanceDentistry.com

NO Deductible
NO Annual Maximum
NO Waiting Periods

Only pay for treatment you need

With purchase of Sundance Savings Plan
Annual Membership

Our in-house membership plan makes
excellent dental health affordable for everyone!

C. Ryan Osorio, DMD

SUNDANCE SAVINGS PLAN
benefits include:

5380 Stadium Pkwy, STE 119, Viera

Introducing the

FT-0000470859


